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Tsunamis are unpredictable disasters that have occurred frequently in recent years. An experimental study was
conducted to quantify the tsunami bore uplift loads on a deck mounted on a slope, representing a typical wharf
structure. Tsunami bores were generated as dam break waves in a flume, and the bore Froude number was ap-
proximately 1.6 on the dry bed. Fifty-five tests (11 bore cases, 5 runs each cases) were conducted for detailed
measurements of bore height and bore velocity, and 504 tests (7 bore cases, 3 deck heights, 8 wharf slope angles,
3 runs each combination) were conducted for measurements of time-histories of pressure on the soffit of the
deck. The effects of bore height, deck height and slope angle on uplift loads were studied. Results show that
bore height correlates with bore velocity. The flow motion of the tsunami bore impacting the deck is divided
into five stages: front-climbing, front-hitting, run-up, quasi-steady, and recession. The uplift pressure decreases
from the deck-slope connection to the deck front edge, and the total uplift load increases with increasing bore
height or decreasing deck height. For the front-hitting stage (the maximum pressure), the uplift load increases
as the wharf slope angle decreases. However, for the quasi-steady stage (the longest time period), the uplift
load is consistent for different wharf slope angles. Based on the experimental data, the equations for predicting
the front-hitting and quasi-steady pressures are proposed as functions of bore height, deck height and wharf
slope angle, and the predicted values are within ±20% error.
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1. Introduction

Tsunami disasters occurred frequently in the last decade and dam-
aged coastal structures (Nandasena et al., 2012). In general, tsunami
waves are faster, higher and stronger thanwind waves or storm surges.
Tsunami generation cannot be predicted because tsunamis are caused
by the sudden displacement of significant volumes of oceanwater, orig-
inally triggered by earthquakes, landslides, volcanic eruptions, or me-
teors (Al-Faesly et al., 2012).

On 26 December 2004, a tsunami was triggered by a 9.1 magnitude
earthquake in the IndianOcean. Themaximumrun-up height of the tsu-
nami wave was 30 m, causing over 200,000 fatalities in N10 countries
bordering the Indian Ocean (Grilli et al., 2007). On 27 February 2010, a
tsunami was triggered by an 8.8 magnitude earthquake off the coast
of Chile. The tsunami reached a localized run-up of 29 m on a coastal
bluff (Fritz et al., 2011). On 11March 2011, a 9.0 magnitude earthquake
occurred near the northeast coast of Japan, and the tsunami swept along
the coastline and penetrated inland with maximum run-up heights of
40m (Yeh et al., 2013). On 16 September 2015, an 8.3magnitude earth-
quake struck off the central coast of Chile, and triggered a tsunami with
a maximum run-up height of 13 m (Contreras-Lopez et al., 2016).

Many port structures have been damaged by tsunamis. For example,
in Thailand, dock slabs in Khao Lak port were displaced, and decks of
Ban Nam Kem fishing port were severely damaged by uplift pressure
due to the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami (Ghobarah et al., 2006;
Lukkunaprasit and Ruangrassamee, 2008). In Indonesia, the Banda
Aceh port area was isolated and inaccessible, and the oil transfer facility
of Kreung Raya port suffered extensive damage in the 2004 Indian
Ocean tsunami (Ghobarah et al., 2006). In Japan, Sendai port in
the Tohoku region was damaged in the 2011 Japan tsunami, and
damaged containers can be clearly seen in satellite images (Suppasri
et al., 2012).

In the experimental environment, a dam break flow has generally
been used to simulate a tsunami bore (Nandasena and Tanaka, 2013),
because the run-up motion of the tsunami bore on a dry bed is similar
to that of a dambreakflow (Chanson, 2006; Chanson, 2009). The analyt-
ical solution for dam break flow proposed by Chanson (2005) was com-
pared tsunami-induced hydraulic bores that were observed during the
2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, and good agreement was observed be-
tween the analytical solution and the field data, in terms of the bore
front shape. This suggests that the dam break phenomenon can be
used as a method to simulate tsunami-induced hydraulic bores (Al-
Faesly et al., 2012). Various simple equations have been proposed for es-
timating tsunami bore velocity (see, e.g., FEMA, 2012; CCH, 2000;
Murty, 1977; Kirkoz, 1983; Iizuka and Matsutomi, 2000; and Bryant,
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the flume.
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2008), and different empirical coefficients are adopted for those
equations.

Several studies have investigated tsunamiwave action on individual
structures such as horizontal-standing structures (deck, bridge, jetty,
etc.) or vertical-standing structures (cylindrical structure, wall, etc.).
For horizontal-standing structures, different characteristics of fluid
forces were observed for different wave cases, i.e. in the case of broken
waves, the horizontal force was stronger than the uplift force, while in
the case of unbroken waves, the horizontal force was weaker than the
uplift force (Kosa et al., 2010). Araki et al. (2011) investigated solitary
wave forces on a bridge model and found that the fluid forces in the
case of a post breaking wave were smaller than those in the case of a
just breaking wave. In addition, Rahman et al. (2014) observed that a
larger force was observed in a broken wave than in an unbroken
wave. To quantify the wave-in-deck loads, Cuomo et al. (2007) and
Kosa et al. (2010) investigated the loads on jetties and bridges, respec-
tively. Based on their experimental data, methods were derived to pre-
dict horizontal and vertical forces. For these wave-in-deck loads, the
applicability of existing prediction methods was investigated by Araki
andDeguchi (2012). Further investigation of thewave-in-deck loads re-
vealed the effect of air compression on uplift pressure due to waves
(Cuomo et al., 2009; Araki, 2015), which reduces wave impact pressure
and distorts the scale of the model.

For vertical-standing structures, Nouri et al. (2010) measured the
pressures exerted on the upstream and lateral sides of a cylindrical
structure, and found that the maximum pressure is located at 40% of
the bore height. Robertson et al. (2013) carried out a series of experi-
ments in a large wave flume to quantify tsunami bore forces on vertical
walls, and found that the forces follow Froude scaling. Kihara et al.
(2015) conducted large-scale experiments on the pressure exerted on
a tide wall; they investigated the pressures during the bore impact, ini-
tial reflection, and quasi-steady-state phases, and found that pressures
profile hydrostatically in the quasi-steady-state phase.

A few combination structures such as wall/floor systems and deck/
wall structures have also been studied. Robertson et al. (2008) con-
ducted experiments focusing on the fluid forces from a bore impacting
a wall/floor system, and found that, because of the turbulent nature of
the bore, there was significant variability in the impulsive uplift pres-
sures induced on the soffit of the slab. When the bore travelled over
standing water, the variability was more significant. Chock et al.
(2011) conducted experiments to investigate tsunami bore actions on
a deck/wall structure for many variations of slab height, wave height
and still water depth, and proposed a design envelope for the uplift
pressure coefficient.

Among the previous studies, a typical wharf structure (deck-slope-
pile structure) has not yet been investigated. The study reported in
this paper investigated the uplift loads on a wharf model subjected to
a simulated tsunami bore in a flume. Section 2 describes the tsunami
Fig. 2. Schematic of the wharf model: (a) the side view
flume and the experimental set-up. Section 3 presents the bore charac-
teristics and results including time-histories of uplift pressure. Section 4
compares this study with other studies and discusses the forms of the
equations for estimating uplift pressure. Section 5 presents the main
conclusions.

2. Experimental set-up

2.1. Tsunami bore generation

Physicalmodel tests were carried out in a tsunamiwave flume at the
University of Auckland, New Zealand. The experimental facility consists
of three major parts, namely a reservoir, a sluice gate and a flume
(Fig. 1). The reservoir covers an area of 77m2, with a capacity for storing
water of approximately 50 m3. The reservoir water level (RWL) can
reach a maximum height of 0.6 m. The flume is 14 m long, 1.2 m wide
and 0.8 m high. The reservoir and the flume are connected by a steel
sluice gate, which is 1.2 m wide and 0.6 m height. The sluice gate con-
sists of two individual gates, a sliding gate and a shutter gate. The sud-
den lifting of the sliding gate and the simultaneous opening of the
shutter gate were both controlled by a computer. The rising speed of
the sliding gate was 0.65 m/s, giving lifting times of 0.31 s, 0.46 s, and
0.62 s for gate opening heights (GO) of 0.2 m, 0.3 m and 0.4 m, respec-
tively. The tsunami bores were generated by the release of the water
from the reservoir into the flume. Preliminary tests showed that it re-
quires at least 3 s of gate open time to make bores fully developed. So
the sliding gate was kept open at the required GO for 4 s, which is
long enough to generate stable bores. The resulting bore length can be
considered long enough when compared with the flume length. In the
flume, the initial water level (IWL) was 0.05 m in all experiments, to
simulate the foreshore area. In the case of a propagating tsunami
wave, a trough can arrive first, in which case a drawback of sea water
will occur and the seabed will be exposed to the air. To simulate this
dry bed condition, the elevation of the flume bed was increased by
0.05 m for 1.5 m upstream of the toe of the wharf slope. A 1.2 m long
ramp was installed upstream of the dry bed section to simulate a
shore condition which gradually changed from wet- to dry-bed. A
drain channel with an outlet was provided behind the slope for quick
draining after each test.

2.2. Wharf model

Fig. 2(a) shows the side view of the wharf model. An adjustable
slope was installed near the end of the flume, and across the full
flume width. A horizontal deck was mounted on the slope and sup-
ported by six steel piles. The deck and slope were made of plexiglass
with thickness of 15mm. A steel framewas fixed to the slope to provide
enough rigidity. The angle of the wharf slope (θ) was adjustable, as was
of the wharf model; (b) the plan view of the deck.



Table 1
Summary of bore measurements.

Bore case RWL (m) GO (m) hb (min, max) (m) ub (min, max) (m/s)

1 0.3 0.2 0.15 (0.14, 0.16) 1.68 (1.59, 1.71)
2 0.3 0.3 0.15 (0.15, 0.15) 1.93 (1.91, 1.96)
3 0.4 0.2 0.17 (0.16, 0.19) 2.04 (1.97, 2.07)
4 0.4 0.3 0.19 (0.18, 0.20) 2.12 (2.11, 2.14)
5 0.4 0.4 0.20 (0.19, 0.20) 2.25 (2.23, 2.26)
6 0.5 0.2 0.21 (0.20, 0.22) 2.24 (2.09, 2.33)
7 0.5 0.3 0.25 (0.25, 0.25) 2.53 (2.44, 2.65)
8 0.5 0.4 0.25 (0.23, 0.26) 2.46 (2.36, 2.58)
9 0.6 0.2 0.22 (0.21, 0.23) 2.34 (2.20, 2.51)
10 0.6 0.3 0.27 (0.27, 0.27) 2.71 (2.67, 2.76)
11 0.6 0.4 0.28 (0.27, 0.28) 2.61 (2.50, 2.73)

Note: each bore case was measured five times. RWL — reservoir water level; GO — gate
opening; hb (min, max) — averaged (maximum, minimum) bore height at wave probe
#2; ub (min,max)— averaged (maximum,minimum) bore velocity betweenwave probes
#1 and #2.
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the height of the deck above the dry bed (hd). The length of the pileswas
changed accordingly to keep the deck horizontal.

Fig. 2(b) is the plan view of the deck. The wharf model was 1.2 m
wide, and across the full width of the flume to achieve a quasi-two di-
mensional experiment. The deck length in the stream-wise direction
was 0.22 m. Eight pressure sensors (Honeywell S&C 26PCBFA6D) were
attached to the soffit of the deck to capture the pressure time-
histories. Five of them (P1, P2, P3, P4, P5) were evenly distributed
along the centreline of the deck in the stream-wise direction, and four
of them (P3, P6, P7, P8) were used to investigate the pressure variation
in the transverse direction. The pressure sensors are wet-wet differen-
tial sensors that can measure negative or positive pressure with a
range of ±34.5 kPa, and at a frequency of 1000 Hz. The side-view of
the wharf model is visible through a glass window in the side of the
flume. High-speed camera recordings (Casio Exilim EX-FH 20, 210
frames per second) were used to investigate the flow motion around
thewharf model, both from the front view (V1) and the side view (V2).

2.3. Experimental conditions

For bore measurements, 55 tests were conducted, i.e. 11 bore cases
(Table 1), varied by changing the combinations of gate opening and res-
ervoir water level, and 5 repetitive runs for each bore case. For pressure
measurements, thewave probes were removed from the flume to elim-
inate their effects on flow, and 504 tests were conducted. Seven bore
cases (1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, and 11) were selected from the previous bore
Fig. 3. Time-history of pressure at P5 (bore cas
measurements, for each bore case there were 3 deck heights (hd =
0.20, 0.25, and 0.30 m), for each deck height there were 8 wharf slope
angles (θ= 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, and 90°), and there were 3 repet-
itive runs for each combination (bore case+deck height+wharf slope
angle).
2.4. Data processing procedures

2.4.1. Incident bore heights
The time-histories of water level from wave probes were recorded.

In each test, the bore height (or inundation depth) was taken as the
height when the recorded water level stabilized for the first time. The
bore height was taken from wave probe #2 rather than wave probe
#1 (Fig. 1), because wave probe #1 received the reflected wave from
the wharf model before the water level stabilized.
2.4.2. Incident bore velocities
To quantify incident bore velocities in front of the wharf model, two

techniques were explored in this study: 1) data from two wave probes
(#1 and #2 in Fig. 1) installed at 0.75 m and 1.5 m in front of the
wharf slope toe, respectively; 2) high-speed camera recordings that
were used to roughly double check the accuracy of the measured veloc-
ities. The bore velocities were estimated using the spacing between two
wave probes of 0.75 m and the time required for the tsunami bore to
travel between the two wave probes. In this study, the bore was as-
sumed to pass the wave probe when the water level in the wave
probe recording rose to 50 mm.
2.4.3. Uplift pressures
The time-histories of pressure were recorded by eight pressure sen-

sors (Fig. 2(b)). Due to the unavoidable vibrations of the wharf model
and pressure sensors' tubes, vibration noise contaminated the pressure
signals (Fig. 3). To investigate the vibration noise, in a preliminary test
another pressure sensor (the same as other pressure sensors) was
mounted at P0 (Fig. 2(b), 10 mm away from P5). The nozzle attached
to the soffit of the deckwas totally blocked, and therefore only vibration
noise was recorded rather than contaminated pressure signals. Results
of the preliminary test showed that the magnitude of the positive and
negative vibration noise is equal. The vibration noise was greatly re-
duced by using the following filtering procedure, which allowed the ex-
traction of the pressure signals from the originally contaminated
signals:
e = 11 in Table 1, hd = 0.30 m, θ = 30°).



Fig. 4.Water level recorded by wave probe #2 (bore case = 4 in Table 1).
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• The vibration noise from P0 (Fig. 2(b)) was recorded (inset in Fig. 3).
• The recordwas analysed tofind themain period of the vibration noise,
T.

• The main period of the vibration noise was confirmed to be short-
term fluctuations compared with the original pressure signals.

• Obtained thefiltered pressure signals aspðtÞ ¼ 1
T ∫

tþ0:5T
t−0:5TpoðtÞ, where t is

the time, po(t) is the original pressure at t, and p(t) is the filtered pres-
sure at t.

3. Results

3.1. Tsunami bore

3.1.1. Bore heights and velocities in front of wharf model
Fig. 4 shows the time-history of the water level (bore surface) for

bore case = 4 (see Table 1). The initial time (t=0 s) denotes the sluice
gate opening. The shape of the bore front is also indicated by the water
level variation with time in Fig. 4. The sloping front of the bore reached
the wave probe at 5.4 s, after which the water level rose rapidly and
Fig. 5. Pressure distribution along stream-wise centreline in fro
stabilized at 0.19 m, at about 8.0 s. This stabilized value is taken as the
bore height (hb) in this study. At 8.7 s, thewater level rose again because
of the wave reflected by the wharf model. Water levels above 0.33 m
were out of the range of the wave probe. Finally, after 9.4 s the water
level dropped down because the flow receded.

Details of measurements of tsunami bore height and bore velocity in
front of the wharf model are listed in Table 1. As expected, bore height
(hb) increasedwith increasing reservoir water level (RWL) or increasing
gate opening (GO), and the velocity correlates with the bore height. In
this study, the bore Froude number (Frb) in front of the wharf model
is defined as the relationship between bore height and bore velocity:

Frb ¼ ub=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ghb

p
ð1Þ

where, ub is bore velocity and g is the gravitational acceleration.
The Frb greatly depends on the upstream conditions near the posi-

tion of interest, e.g. bed friction, initial water depth, shore slope angle,
and obstacles. For example, in this study, Frb varied from 1.4 to 1.7 for
waves travelling on a 2.4° ramp upstream of a dry bed in the flume
(for hb = 0.15 to 0.28 m). Frb values from other studies bracket the
values from this study: Frb varied from 2.4 to 3.0 for waves travelling
on a slope of 0.5° (Lukkunaprasit et al., 2009); Frb ranged from 0.7 to
2.0 for the Sumatra tsunami in Thailand and Indonesia (Matsutomi
et al., 2006); and Frb of the 2011 Japan tsunami varied from 1.14 to 1.5
(Nandasena et al., 2012). The coefficient value adopted in a particular
velocity formula is actually the average Frb value for that position of in-
terest, and awide range of coefficients has been proposed, such as 2.0 by
FEMA (2012), 1.83 by Murty (1977), 1.41 by Kirkoz (1983), and 1.1 by
Iizuka and Matsutomi (2000). As a result, there is no general formula
for velocity because its coefficient depends on characteristics of the
area of interest. The average coefficient is approximately 1.6 in this
study, which is between those in the Murty and Kirkoz formulas.

3.1.2. Flow motion around the wharf model
Different flow motions were observed in the different stages of the

tsunami bore hitting the wharf model (see A to E in Fig. 3). In the first
stage, the front-climbing stage (A), the tsunami bore frontwas climbing
up the slope, and about to hit the deck. For the fully developed bore, the
nt-hitting stage (bore case = 11 in Table 1, and θ = 30°).



Fig. 6. Pressure distribution along stream-wise centreline in quasi-steady stage (bore case = 11 in Table 1, and θ= 30°).
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run-up water line forms distinct scallops in plan, and this is similar to
the observations of Yeh et al. (1989). Yeh et al. (1989)'s study suggested
that the irregular water line results partly from the effect of the side-
walls, and this effect cannot be eliminated in the laboratory environ-
ment. In the second stage, the front-hitting stage (B), the bore front
hit the deck, and the flow appeared like a tongue of water slapping
the soffit of the deck with strong force. In the third stage, the run-up
stage (C), the bore front dropped down due to gravity and blocking by
the deck, and encountered the upcoming flow and filled the under-
deck space with turbulence flow and air bubbles in this 2-D flume envi-
ronment. At this stage, thewater level in front of the deck increased and
fluctuated. The fluctuation was caused by the interaction between the
reflected bore front and the upcoming bore body. In the fourth stage,
the quasi-steady stage (D), the main body of the bore overcame the
reflected bore front and engulfed thewharf. Thewater completely inun-
dated the deck, the water level in front of the deck stopped rising, and
thus became quasi-steady. In the final stage, the recession stage (E),
the bore receded because the sluice gate was closed and the drain gate
was opened.
Fig. 7. Uplift pressure at deck midpoint for bor
3.2. Uplift pressure

3.2.1. Time-history of the pressures
Fig. 3 shows the time-history of the pressure at P5 (Fig. 2(b)) for

bore case = 11 (Table 1), hd = 0.30 m, and θ = 30°. The dash line
shows the original data and the solid line shows filtered data. The filter-
ing procedure removed N85% noise from the original signals. The time-
history of the pressure exerted on the soffit of the deck can be divided
into five stages, corresponding to the five stages of the bore hitting the
wharf described above (A to E in Fig. 3). Stage A is the front-climbing
pressure, which is 0.3 to 0.4 s before tsunami bore impact on the deck.
Before actual impact on the deck, some slight fluctuations were ob-
served in the recorded time-history of the pressure. These fluctuations
occurred when the bore front was climbing the slope, because the pres-
sure sensors can detect the slight vibrations caused by the bore impact
on this deck-slope structure (signals were not directly due to water).
Stage B is the front-hitting pressure (pf), when the bore front was im-
pinging on the soffit of the deck. This pressure is dominated by the
e heights (hb) (hd = 0.25 m and θ= 35°).



Fig. 9.Uplift pressure at deckmidpoint forwharf slope angles (θ) (bore case=6 in Table 1
and hd = 0.25 m).

Fig. 8.Uplift pressure at deckmidpoint for deck heights (hd) (bore case= 6 in Table 1 and
θ = 35°).
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dynamic pressure due to bore front impact, because the inundation
water level was lower than the soffit of the deck in this stage. This pres-
sure increased rapidly to a peak with an immediate decrease. Stage C is
the run-up pressure, when the pressurewas characterized by large fluc-
tuations. These strong fluctuations occurred when the upcoming bore
body encountered the reflected bore front. The fluctuations varied
with model configuration and bore height. Meanwhile, the pressure in-
creased gradually after the bore front was reflected, and the upcoming
flow kept on hitting the deck. Stage D is the quasi-steady pressure
(pq), because the pressure appeared quasi-steady when the tsunami
flow became quasi-steady and the inundation height reached its maxi-
mum. This quasi-steady pressure is dominated by hydrostatic pressure,
because the maximum inundation water level is about 0.2 m higher
than deck soffit (although the water level was fluctuating). Stage E is
the recession pressure, because the tsunami receded and the pressure
eventually dropped to zero.

3.2.2. Pressure profile variation in the front-hitting stage
In the front-hitting stage, pressure distribution along the deck

centreline in the stream-wise direction varied significantly because
the bore front hit different deck positions over a short time, and this
pressurewas dominated by the dynamic pressure. Fig. 5 shows pressure
variation along stream-wise centreline in the front-hitting stage for
bore case= 11 (Table 1) and θ=30°. The horizontal axis is the position
on the deck (P1–P5 in Fig. 2(b)) and the vertical axis is the pressure. T1–
T5 denote the time of the recorded peak pressure (peak time) at P1–P5,
respectively. The bore front hit the deck-slope connection (P1) first, and
then hit P2 to P5 successively. For T1=0ms, the pressure at P1 reached
its maximum value while the pressure at P5 was still zero, indicating
there is a lag in time for different positions to received maximum pres-
sure. The difference between the peak times for P1 and P2 (T1 and T2) is
3ms and the same for all deck heights, but the interval time between T1
and T5 increases with increasing deck height (hd), from 51ms to 78ms.
This is because the velocity head of the bore front was smaller when it
hit a higher deck. For T5, the pressure distribution along the stream-
wise centreline of the deck became almost constant because it is coming
into the run-up stage. For all the deck heights, the deck was exposed to
the maximum average pressure (6.9 kPa for hd = 0.20 m, 5.8 kPa for
hd = 0.25 m, and 4.8 kPa for hd = 0.30 m) when the pressure at P4
reached its maximum (at T4).

3.2.3. Pressure profile variation in the quasi-steady stage
Fig. 6 shows pressure variation along the stream-wise direction in

the quasi-steady stage for bore case = 11 (Table 1) and θ = 30. T6 de-
notes the start time of the quasi-steady stage, T7 denotes the time
when deck-averaged pressure reached its maximum, and T8 and T9 de-
note the timewhen the deck-averaged pressure dropped down to 2 kPa
and 1 kPa, respectively. The quasi-steady stage started earlier for a
lower deck than for a higher deck. Also, a lower deck experienced a lon-
ger quasi-steady stage than a higher deck. In contrast with the front-
hitting pressure, these pressure profiles along the stream-wise deck
centreline are close to horizontal, indicating that the quasi-steady pres-
sure is dominated by hydrostatic pressure.

3.2.4. Pressure distribution patterns on deck
For analysis of pressure distribution patterns on the soffit of the

deck, the front-hitting pressures are analysed because they are themax-
imum pressures; the quasi-steady pressures are also analysed because
they are the second largest pressures during the time-history and they
occur for the longest time. For the front-hitting pressure distribution
along the stream-wise centreline, the pressure gradually decreases
from the deck-slope connection to the deck front edge. For the quasi-
steady pressure distribution along the stream-wise centreline, the pres-
sure decrease from the deck-slope connection to the deck front edge
tends to be linear. For the front-hitting pressure distribution along the
transverse centreline, the pressure values were relatively consistent
over most of the deck (P3, P6, and P7), and the differences are b10% of
mean. However, at the side of the deck (P8) the pressure drops to
about half of mean. The possible reasons for the side effect are:
1) there was a 10 mm gap between the slope-deck model and the
flume side, allowing dissipation of part of front-hitting energy; 2) the
walls of the flume were made of bricks, and the roughness of the bricks
reduced the energy of the near-wall tsunami bore. For the quasi-steady
pressure distribution along the transverse centreline, the pressure
values are relatively consistent for the whole deck. It can be concluded
that the data captured along the stream-wise centreline are reliable
and can represent the overall uplift pressure on the deck, and the side
effect for the front-hitting pressure can be neglected in the following
analysis.

3.3. Effect of bore height, deck height and wharf slope angle on pressures

3.3.1. Uplift pressures for different bore heights
The bore height effect on uplift pressures was investigated for seven

selected cases (1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, and 11 in Table 1), with bore height rang-
ing from 0.15m to 0.28m. Fig. 7 shows the time-histories of uplift pres-
sure that was measured at the deck midpoint (P3) for hd = 0.25 m and
θ=35°. The time-histories have similar shapes and exhibit front-hitting
pressure, run-up pressure and quasi-steady pressure, and eventually
drop to 0 kPa. The uplift pressure increases with increasing bore height.
In this study, the front-hitting pressure is two to three times the quasi-
steady pressure. With increasing bore height, the increase in front-
hitting pressure was greater than the increase in the quasi-steady pres-
sure. The reason is that the front-hitting pressure is the dynamic pres-
sure due to the impact of the bore front but the quasi-steady pressure
is the hydrostatic pressure, so the dynamical mechanism for the forma-
tion of the two types of pressure is different. However, the changing rate
of the maximum pressure at the front-hitting stage among cases with



Fig. 10. Uplift pressure coefficients for dry-bed data.
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different bore height would be approximately the same as that of the
maximum pressure at the quasi-steady stage among cases with differ-
ent bore height. This is because both the dynamic pressure and hydro-
static pressure depend on the water head. Note that, for the 0.15 m
bore height (bore case = 1), the front-hitting pressure is 0.8 kPa, and
the quasi-steady pressure is 0 kPa. That means the bore front touched
the deck, and then the bore body was too weak to climb up the slope
and exert pressure on the deck.
3.3.2. Uplift pressures for different deck heights
The deck height effect on the uplift pressures was investigated for

three deck heights (hd = 0.20, 0.25, and 0.30 m). Fig. 8 shows the
time-histories of pressure at the deck midpoint (P3) for bore case = 6
(Table 1) and θ = 35°. As expected, a lower deck height results in a
higher pressure, both in the front-hitting stage and the quasi-steady
stage. The maximum pressure decreased from 5.2 kPa to 3.8 kPa when
the deck height increased from 0.20 m to 0.30 m. Note that the time
of the peak lagged for the higher deck, because it took longer time for
the bore front to climb up the slope and reach the higher deck.
Fig. 11. Comparison of wave-in-deck and
3.3.3. Uplift pressures for different wharf slope angles
Thewharf slope angle effect on the uplift pressures was investigated

for eight slope angles (θ = 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, and 90°). Fig. 9
shows the time-histories of pressure at deck midpoint (P3) for bore
case = 6 (Table 1), hd = 0.25 m, and for four wharf slope angles. With
the increasing wharf slope angle, the front-hitting pressure decreases,
but there is no distinct change in the run-up pressure or the quasi-
steady pressure. Specifically, the front-hitting pressure decreased from
4.9 kPa to 3.9 kPa as the wharf slope angle increased from 20° to 45°.
However, the run-uppressures and quasi-steady pressures for all angles
varied between approximately 0.6 to 1.8 kPa. For the 90° wharf slope
angle (i.e., a vertical wall), most of the bore front was reflected. As a re-
sult, a front-hitting pressure was not observed at the deck midpoint
(P3) for this special slope angle. However, it was still observed at the
deck-slope connection (P1). As the wharf slope angle decreased, there
was an increasing lag in time to peak pressure, because the smaller
wharf slope angle resulted in longer slope length (with deck height con-
stant), and a longer time for the tsunami bore to climb up the longer
slope and hit the soffit of the deck.

4. Discussion

4.1. Data comparisons

4.1.1. Comparison of maximum uplift loads between dry bed and wet bed
Considering the 90° wharf slope angle in this study, Chock et al.

(2011) carried out a tsunami bore experiment on a similar structure
installed on a wet bed. Our experimental results and the design enve-
lope that Chock et al. (2011) proposed are plotted in Fig. 10. The hori-
zontal axis is the deck height relative to the bore height (hd/hb), and
the vertical axis is the coefficient (Cu) for the maximum uplift force,
which is expressed as:

Cu ¼ 2pm= ρu2
b

� � ð2Þ

where Cu is the hydrodynamic uplift coefficient, pm is the maximum
deck-averaged uplift pressure, ρ is the density of water.

Our dry-bed data for θ= 90° inhabit the dense area of Chock et al.'s
plot. The data for the dry-bed condition aremore centralized than those
for the wet-bed condition in the study by Chock et al., but this may due
to the experimental range. The initial still water does have an effect on
uplift loads, and significant uplift pressure variability was shown
when the bore travelled over standing water. All the dry-bed data are
within the design envelope, and this means that, for our experimental
range, the use of the design envelope proposed by Chock et al. for the
wet-bed condition can be extended to the dry-bed condition. However,
bore-in-deck quasi-steady pressure.



Fig. 13. Bore front climbing up to the maximum height without blocking by deck.

Fig. 12. Relationship between normalized front-hitting pressure and the parameters in Eq. (4).
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the deck length and the bore Froude number will have an effect on the
deck-averaged uplift pressure, and these variables should be investi-
gated in future work.

4.1.2. Comparison of wave-in-deck and bore-in-deck quasi-steady pressure
Early studies investigated wave-in-deck loads (e.g., Cuomo et al.,

2007; Cuomo et al., 2009; Kosa et al., 2010). These studies were per-
formed using decks that suspended above the still water level (swl).
The idealised time-history ofwave-in-deck load consists of a short dura-
tion pulse, a positive quasi-steady component, and a negative quasi-
static component. The quasi-static duration is of the order of magnitude
of the wave period. Thus, the positive quasi-static pressure has a mech-
anism similar to that of the quasi-steady pressure (pq) in this study. De-
spite the different wave conditions, their positive quasi-static equations
fromwave-in-deck tests are comparedwith our data in Fig. 11, based on
the following assumptions:

- The wave crest above the swl is assumed to be the bore height (hb).
- The deck clearance above the swl is assumed to be the deck height
(hd).

- The initial water depth is assumed to be the bore height (hb).
- The incident significant wave height is assumed to be the bore
height (hb).

As Fig. 11 shows, the bore-in-deck loads are larger than wave-in-
deck loads for the same normalized height of (hb−hd)/hb. It
should be noted that, for −1b(hb−hd)/hbb0, the bore-in-deck loads
are still significant because the deck was mounted on a slope rather
than suspending above the water, thus the bore can climb up the
slope to hit the deck. For 0b(hb−hd)/hbb0.3, the prediction equation
proposed by Cuomo et al. (2007) for wave-in-deck loads on internal el-
ements of a deck (no panels) is close to the bore-in-deck loads in this
study.

Early studies of wave-in-deck loads also show the effect of air com-
pression on uplift pressure due to waves (Cuomo et al., 2007; Cuomo
et al., 2009; Araki, 2015). An air pocket trapped within a chamber be-
neath the deck reduces the wave impact pressure and distorts the
scale of the model. In Araki (2015)'s study, the air compression effect
for the broken wave is less than those for the non-breaking and just
breaking wave.

In this study, the air compression is not compared to their wave-in-
deckmodel (Cuomo et al., 2007; Cuomo et al., 2009; Araki, 2015) for the
following reasons:

- The soffit of the deck was flat (without beams), so there was no
chamber to trap an air pocket.

- Ephemeral forces were hard to observe in such a small scaledmodel.
- The bore was a broken wave, and air beneath the deck could escape
through the broken bore front.

- No air pocket was observed under the soffit of the deck in the high-
speed camera recordings from the side view (V2 in Fig. 2(b)).
Although air compression was not significant in this study, it is still
an important issue on bore-in-deck loads. Futurework could investigate
the air compression effect by adding beams under the deck to form
chambers.

4.1.3. Scale effects on predicted forces on prototype
A tsunami bore is free surface gravity flow. The study by Robertson

et al. (2013) confirmed that Froude scaling is appropriate for tsunami
bore forces on a solid wall. In this study, based on the assumption of
5 m bore height during a real tsunami and the median value of the ex-
perimental bore height (0.2 m), a geometrical similarity scale of 1:25
was adopted. For wave-impact loads on deck, Cuomo et al. (2009) sug-
gested that the “compression law” for the role of air can also be used to
gain insights on scale effects, thus the Froude scalingwas found to over-
estimate the impact pressure. Cuomo et al. (2009) also suggested that
scale affects the reduction effectiveness of impact pressure due to
deck openings, and that the pressure on the deck will be much lower
than that predicted using Froude scaling. From the study by Cuomo
et al. (2009), it can be seen that the scale effect on bore-impact loads
should also be investigated in the future work, especially for the decks
with beams (where the air compression could be significant).

In addition, the slope in this experiment was plexiglass, while in a
prototype the slope is composed of armour rock for slope protection,
whichwill reduce the energy of the bore. For this reason as well, the up-
lift pressure on the deck in prototype will be lower than those scaled
from the experimental environment.

4.2. Quantifying tsunami loads

4.2.1. Dimensionless analysis of uplift loads
The front-hittingpressure exhibits a large peak over a short period of

time, so it tends to cause localized damage such as to individual deck
slabs or joint connections by crushing. However, the quasi-steady pres-
sure is generally the second largest pressure and has the longest dura-
tion, so it leads to overall failure such as sliding, shearing failure or
foundation scouring. Hence, both front-hitting pressure and quasi-
steady pressure are quantified herein.

Themain parameters that determine the uplift pressure on the deck
are:

p ¼ f ρ; g; hb;ub; a;hd; θð Þ ð3Þ



Fig. 14. Comparison of values of normalized front-hitting pressure from Eq. (12) and from experiment.
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where p is deck-averaged uplift pressure and a is deck width in the
stream-wise direction. Eq. (3) includes a consideration of water proper-
ties (ρ ,g), the approach bore characteristics (hb ,ub), and wharf struc-
ture geometry (a ,hd ,θ).

In this study, the water properties and deck width (a) have been
constant, so they can be eliminated from dimensionless analysis. Be-
cause the pressure increases with the increasing bore height (hb) or
the decreasing deck height (hd), the ratio of bore height to deck height
(hb/hd) was used as the dimensionless height parameter. The quasi-
steady pressure is dominated by hydrostatic pressure, so it is normal-
ized by (ρghb). The front-hitting pressure is dynamic pressure and
should be normalized by (ρub2). From Eq. (1), ρub2=Frb

2ρghb, and (Frb)
is 1.6 in this study, so the front-hitting pressure can also be normalized
by (ρghb). Thus, Eq. (3) can be written in non-dimensional form as:

p
ρghb

¼ f Frb;
hb
hd

; cotθ
� �

ð4Þ

In this study, the average bore Froude number (Frb) is 1.6, and the
ranges for the dimensionless parameters in Eq. (4) are: 0.5 ≤ hb/
hd ≤ 1.4, and 0 ≤ cotθ ≤ 2.75, respectively.

4.2.2. Equation for estimating front-hitting pressures
Fig. 12(a) and (b) show the relationship between the normalized

front-hitting pressure and the height and wharf slope parameters in
Eq. (4), respectively. In general, the normalized pressure increases
with increasing hb, and decreases with increasing hd, but the data are
scattered. However, as seen fromFig. 12(a), a correlation exists between
the normalized front-hitting pressure and dimensionless parameter
Fig. 15. Relationship between normalized quasi-st
(hb/hd), expressed as Eq. (5). As seen from Fig. 12(b), a linear relation-
ship exists between the normalized front-hitting pressure and the di-
mensionless parameter (cotθ), expressed as Eq. (6).

pf

ρghb
¼ f θð Þ � ln

hb
hd

� C1

� �
ð5Þ

pf

ρghb
¼ cotθþ C2ð Þ � f

hb
hd

� �
ð6Þ

where pf is themaximumdeck-averaged front-hitting pressure, C2 is the
coefficientwith respect to the verticalwall effect (for a vertical wall, θ=
90°, and (cotθ+C2)=C2); C1 is the coefficient with respect to energy
loss as the bore front climbs the wharf slope, which will be discussed
below.

From Eqs. (5) and (6), the following numerical form is obtained:

pf

ρghb
¼ cotθþ C2ð Þ � ln

hb
hd

� C1

� �
ð7Þ

As seen from the experimental data in Fig. 12(a), for all wharf slope
angles, when hb/hd=0.5, pf/(ρghb)≈0, therefore C1=hd/hb=2, to sat-
isfy Eq. (7).

Considering the basic theory, when unit water volume of the bore
front at A climbs to the maximum height B (Fig. 13), the law of conser-
vation of energy can be applied (neglecting temporal variations):

ρghmax þ 1
2
ρu2

B ¼ ρghb þ
1
2
ρu2

A−
1
2
k1ρu2

A ð8Þ
eady pressure and the parameters in Eq. (4).



Fig. 16. Flow characteristics in the quasi-steady stage.
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where hmax is themaximum height that bore front can reach; uA and uB
are velocities of the unit water volume at positions A and B, respec-
tively; 0.5k1ρvA2 is the energy loss term arising from friction and other
external forces acting while the unit volume travels from A to B, and
k1 is the energy loss coefficient.

Because vA=ub, vB=0, Eq. (9) can be deduced from Eq. (8):

hmax

hb
¼ 1

2
1−k1ð Þ u2

b

ghb
þ 1 ð9Þ

Combining Eqs. (1) and (9) gives:

hmax

hb
¼ 1

2
Fr2b 1−k1ð Þ þ 1 ð10Þ

The critical condition that pf/(ρghb)=0 is when hd=hmax, because
the bore front cannot climb high enough to hit the soffit of the deck.
So the critical condition for pf = 0 is:

hd
hb

¼ 1
2
Fr2b 1−k1ð Þ þ 1 ¼ C1 ð11Þ

For the average value of Frb=1.6 in this study, C1=2.28−1.28k1. If
there is no energy change during bore climbing up on the slope (k1=0),
C1=2.28; the value of C1 from the experimental data is 2.0, giving en-
ergy loss coefficient in this study, k1=0.22.

Combining Eqs. (7) and (11), the normalized front-hitting pressure
is:

pf

ρghb
¼ cotθþ C2ð Þ � ln

hb
hd

� 1
2
Fr2b þ 1−

1
2
k1Fr

2
b

� �� �
Fig. 17. Comparison of values of normalized quasi-stea
for 0:5≤
hb
hd

≤1:4;20�≤θ≤90�; Frb ¼ 1:6 ð12Þ

where C2=1.83 by fitting from the experiment data.
Fig. 14 compares measured pressure values and values calculated

using Eq. (12). In general, the equation error is b20%.

4.2.3. Equation for estimating quasi-steady pressures
Fig. 15(a) and (b) show the relationships between the normalized

quasi-steady pressure and the height and wharf slope parameters in
Eq. (4), respectively. The normalized quasi-steady pressure increases
with increasing hb, and decreases with increasing hd, but the data are
scattered. However, as seen fromFig. 15(a), a correlation exists between
the normalized quasi-steady pressure and the dimensionless parameter
(hb/hd). As seen fromFig. 15(b), for each value of (hb/hd), the normalized
quasi-steady pressure has an approximately constant value, showing
that the wharf slope angle has little effect on the quasi-steady pressure.

Considering the basic theory (Fig. 16), in the quasi-steady stage,
there must be a unit water volume C in the section 1–1 that is in the
same streamline as a unit water volume D under the deck soffit. Thus
Bernoulli's equation can applied:

pC
ρg

þ zC þ v2C
2g

¼ pD
ρg

þ zD þ v2D
2g

ð13Þ

where pC and pD are the pressures at C and D, respectively; zC and zD are
the elevations of C andD, respectively (zD=hd); vC and vD are the veloc-
ities of unit water volumes at C and D, respectively.

In the quasi-steady stage, pD=pq, where pq is the maximum deck-
averaged quasi-steady pressure. The flow is assumed to be steady,
thus the velocities at C and D do not change during this stage. Therefore,
dy pressure from Eq. (15) and from experiment.
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vC=k2ub, vD=k3ub, and thewater level in section 1–1 is k4hb, where k2,
k3, k4 are constant coefficients in each test. Assuming uniform flow in
section 1–1, pC=ρg(k4hb−zC).

So the following equation can be obtained from Eq. (13):

k4hb þ
k22
2
u2
b

g
¼ pq

ρg
þ hd þ

k23
2
u2
b

g
ð14Þ

Combining Eqs. (1) and (14) gives the quasi-steady pressure equa-
tion as:

pq
ρghb

¼ C3−
hd
hb

for 0:5≤
hb
hd

≤1:4;20�≤θ≤90�; Frb ¼ 1:6 ð15Þ

where C3=k4+0.5(k22−k3
2)Frb2. Assuming that the pressure is

hydrostatic, k2=k4=1 and k3 = 0, yielding C3=1+0.5Frb2=2.28 (for
Frb=1.6). In this study, the experimental value of C3 is 2.04, which is
10.5% less than the value of C3 from the assumption of hydrostatic
pressure.

Fig. 17 compares measured pressure values and values calculated
using Eq. (15). In general, the equation error is b20%.

5. Conclusions

In this study, tsunami bore uplift loads on awharfmodel were quan-
tified. The bore characteristics were investigated. Also, the bore height,
deck height and slope angle effect on uplift loads were investigated.
The main conclusions are summarised below:

1) In our study, the flow motion around the wharf model exhibits five
stages, namely front-climbing stage, front-hitting stage, run-up
stage, quasi-steady stage, and recession stage. Correspondingly, the
time-history of pressure exhibits front-climbing pressure (small
fluctuation signals), front-hitting pressure (the largest peak), run-
up pressure (large fluctuations), quasi-steady pressure (the longest
time), and recession pressure (dropping to zero).

2) In the front-hitting stage, the pressure is dominated by dynamic
pressure, and the variations of pressure profile along the deck
stream-wise centreline occur in this stage. In the quasi-steady
stage, the pressure is dominated by hydrostatic pressure, and the
pressures are evenly distributed along the stream-wise centreline
of the deck. Both front-hitting pressure and quasi-steady pressure
reduce from the deck-slope connection to the deck front edge, and
are constant in the transverse direction.

3) Both front-hitting pressure and quasi-steady pressure increase as
bore height increases or deck height decreases. A smaller wharf
slope angle results in a higher front-hitting pressure, but there is lit-
tle effect of slope angle on quasi-steady pressure. For the 90° wharf
slope, a front-hitting pressure was not observed on most of the
deck but was observed at the deck-slope joint.

4) From our experimental results, uplift pressure is found to be a func-
tion of bore height, deckheight andwharf slope angle. The equations
for estimating averaged front-hitting pressure and quasi-steady
pressure are proposed as Eqs. (12) and (15), respectively. The uplift
pressures calculated by the equations agreewith themeasured pres-
sure within ±20% error.
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